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Registration Procedures

Class Content

Classes are designed by our teachers.  We do not control their curriculum or give them a list they must

follow.  Please contact each teacher individually with questions about how that class runs, what books

will be used, etc.  If you have a student registered under or over the suggested grade level it’s always a

good idea to reach out and discuss with the teacher if the class will be a good fit for your student.

Enrollment

● School enrollment will open for the next school year at www.Faceschool.orgJun 8, 2022

● You MUST be enrolled in the school for 2022 - 2023 to enroll in classes.

● Class registration will entirely be through www.Faceschool.org

● If you attend Open House you will receive a code to enroll at 8 amJun 11, 2022

● If you do not attend Open House registration will open at 8 amJun 13, 2022

Open House

June 10th

7990 W Lowell Blvd Westminster CO

5-5:30 Information session

5:30 - 6:30 Open House

Using a voucher

If you would like to use your voucher funds to pay for classes or school registration fees please email

Scrip@Faceschool.org to request your balance.  Due to year end trips, graduation, etc please allow for 10

days for a response.

**Classes may be added to this schedule at any time over the summer.  Please check back for updates!**
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Class Schedule at a Glance 1st - 3rd hour

1st Hour

9:00 - 9:55

2nd Hour

10:00 - 10:55

3rd Hour

11:00 - 11:55

Lunch

12:00 - 12:25

BJU High School Biology

9th - 12th

Beth House

$33

Life Skills

10th - 12th

Jessica Fink

$33

Art of Argument

6th* - 9th

Miller

$28

Revolting Writing & Ridiculous Reads

3rd - 5th

Megan Miller

$28

General Science

6th* - 8th

Cristal Sims

$29

High School Composition

9th - 12th

Veronica Gonzalez

$28

Motor Skill Mashup

pk-2

Sandi Pedro

$27

Dance

4th - 6th

Marisa Lebsock

$24

Beginners dance

K - 3

Marisa Lebsock

$23

Expression Through Arts & Crafts

3rd - 5th

Kenzie Daniels

$28

ABC Adventures

K - 2nd

Sandi Pedro

$27

Game School Middle/High

7th - 12th

Beth House

$25

Creating Art w/ Art History

7th - 12th

Veronica Gonzalez

$30

Sunshine & Smiles Preschool

Potty trained - 5 y/o

Sue Buck

$43

Strong Songs Music Class

K - 6th

Sue Buck

$28

Adventures in Science

K - 3rd

Kenzie Daniels

$28

Edible Art and Science

K - 3rd

Kenzie Daniels

$28

Cooking from the Heart

9th - 12th

Gonzalez

$30

Lego Club

2nd - 5th

Jessica Fink

$28

Elementary Gameschool

1st - 6th

Beth House

$24

Sew Muchine Fun

5th - 12th grade

Ashley Burns

$33

*Please read description of the class if your student is younger than the suggested grade (or at the younger end of

the listed grades) and contact the teacher to ensure your student is going to be able to succeed in this class. The

class may require skills not commonly mastered yet in the youngest grade listed.*
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Class Schedule at a Glance 4th - Online

4th Hour

12:30 - 1:25

5th Hour

1:30 - 2:25 ONLINE Classes

Foundations in Finance

9th - 12th

Robin Riley and Brenda Sanchez

$29

The Wonder of Writing

6th - 8th

Sue Buck

$28

Government, Elections, Civics, and You

10th - 12th

Amy Wilson

$30

History Fun

1st - 4th

Veronica Gonzalez

$26

Consumer Math

9th - 12th

Cristal Sims

$31

Russia and the Ukraine in Context

10th - 12th

Amy Wilson

$28

Karate

7th - 12th

Scott Pedersen

$30

Kids Karate

2nd - 6th

Scott Pedersen

$30

Tumblers Gymnastics & Cheer

1st - 12th

Eden Benedict

$49

Improv & Drama

7th - 12th

Ashley Burns

$33

Cooking Around the World

6th - 8th

Robin Riley and Brenda Sanchez

$27

Tiny Tumblers

pk - 4th

Eden Benedict

$37

Pre-readers GameSchool

pk- 1

Beth House

$23

Exploring Art

4th - 6th

Veronica Gonzalez

$30

Stretching, Flexibility, & Conditioning

1st - adult

Eden Benedict

$27

Exploring Arts & Crafts

k - 2nd

Kenzie Daniels

$28

Snacks & Crafts around the world

K-3

Daniels

$28

Math Tutoring

9th - 12th

Cristal Sims

$33

Expl. Creation w/Physics & Chem

4th - 6th

Cristal Sims

$29

American Sign Language Building Skills/Tutoring

1st - 12th

Heather Black

See Description for fees

Crafting Corner

4th - 12th

Sue Buck

$28

*Please read description of the class if your student is younger than the suggested grade (or at the younger end of the listed

grades) and contact the teacher to ensure your student is going to be able to succeed in this class. The class may require skills

not commonly mastered yet in the youngest grade listed.*
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First Hour (9-9:55)

High School Biology

Grade levels: 9th - 12th Grade Hour: 1st hour

Monthly Cost: $33 Class Fees: $30 for lab supplies

Teacher: Beth House Teacher Contact Info: BethHouse@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: Yes Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: 4+ hours Credit: One

Prerequisites: Ability to work safely with lab materials & specimens, ability to work at a high school
level

Materials Required:
BJU Press Biology Textbook and Lab manual (4th edition preferred), Lab Apron,
Dissection tool kit, Selected Specimens - specifics to be discussed first day of class

Class Description:
This curriculum shows your student God's power and glory in creation as they learn about cellular
biology, genetics, taxonomy, microbiology, botany, zoology, and human anatomy. When studying topics
such as creation and evolution, human cloning, abortion, and stem cell research, students are pointed
to Scripture as the ultimate authority and are encouraged to develop a biblical perspective about
these topics.

We will do in class dissections. Students will be expected to complete all readings and other associated
assignments prior to class. Assignments, online videos, online and in person class discussion, lab
participation, and tests will all be a requirement of this class.

*In the event that FACE cancels in person class, we will meet online. Any scheduled dissection will be
postponed to the following week*
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Revolting Writing & Ridiculous Reads

Grade levels: 3rd - 5th Hour: 1st

Monthly Cost: $26 Class Fees: $10 for Copies, materials

Teacher: Megan Miller Teacher Contact Info: Megan@faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: Yes, lightly Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: 1-2 hours Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: Ability to write 3-4 sentences. Ability to read or listen to one chapter book per month.

Materials Required:
Worktext: Revolting Writing by Jennifer Cabrera ISBN:978-1721819089
Writing Pencil, Colored pencils, eraser

Class Description:
This is a class for kids that love the silly, gross, icky, and weird. We'll learn adjectives by describing boogers, plan
our dream youtube channels, give directions on how to create the biggest stink imaginable, and read ridiculous
poems and books that will make you laugh out loud.

Three weeks a month will be spent working on our writing skills using the book Revolting Writing, madlibs, and
worksheets from Gross Out Grammar. These classes cover vocabulary, grammar, writing skills, and some creative
art projects. The 4th class per month  is book club day. We'll discuss, draw, act, and/or show off projects based
on our book of the month. (Your student may read the book, listen to the audio book, or read it with someone
else out loud. However it gets read is fine with me!)

The Book Club list is as follows:
September - The BFG by Roald Dahl
October - How to Eat Fried Worms by Thomas Rockwell
November - The 13 story Tree House by Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton
December - Bonus book The Best Christmas Pagent Ever by Barbara Robinson (optional)
January - The Matchstick Castle by Keir Graff
February - Sideways Stories from Wayside School by Louis Sachar
March - The Twits by Roald Dahl
April - How to Train Your Dragon by Cressida Cowell)

FULL WARNING FOR PARENTS. This is not a prim and proper class. You will need to have some grace with things
like fart descriptions, burping contests, boogers, and all other manner of silly, gross and sometimes strange
things. My goal is to get your kids to enjoy reading and increase their confidence in writing and grammar. Some
sacrifices of decorum will inevitably happen. I'll do my best to let them know church lobbies and dinner tables
aren't the time or place to discuss their fart monster paper. Your assistance in reminding them of proper time
and place will likely be needed.
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Motor Skill Mashup

Grade levels: K-2 Hour: 1st

Monthly Cost: $27 Class Fees: $25 for materials and supplies

Teacher: Sandi Pedro Teacher Contact Info: SandiPedro@faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: N/A Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: N/A Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: N/A

Materials Required:
N/A

Class Description:
Let's work on fine and gross motor skills together! Each week we will explore a different skill focusing on building
fine and gross motor skills while having fun. One week we may be stringing beads or making cards with stamps
and funky scissors. Next we may be escaping the lava covered floor while jumping, balancing, and giggling. *If
there's a skill your child needs extra help with, please let me know and I will try to fit it into one of the weeks.*
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Creating Art with Art History

Grade levels: 7th-12th Hour: 1st

Monthly Cost: $30 Class Fees: $20 for Art supplies and materials

Teacher: Veronica Gonzales Teacher Contact Info:
VeronicaGonzales@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: Yes Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: 3-4 Credit: Full (If 9th - 12th grade)

Prerequisites: none

Materials Required:
none

Class Description:
This is an art class for all those older students who are already creative and have a good artist eye and want to
explore and add to their creativity and form AND for the students who are just starting out and want to learn and
practice different styles and mediums.

This class is part open art class with the students creating in paint, pencil, and other art mediums and part art
history. While constructing and experimenting with different approaches, students will have the opportunity to
produce their own works of art, and at the same time we will study the art history of prominent artists and their
works in fun, hands-on projects. We will learn about their lives and their art work and make our own creative
versions that reflect the artist style. This class will have homework to earn a full high school credit.
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Expression Through Arts & Crafts

Grade levels: 3rd-5th Hour: 1st

Monthly Cost: $28 Class Fees: $20

Teacher: Mackenzie Daniels (Miss Kenzie) Teacher Contact Info:
mackenziedaniels@faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: N/A Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: None, might have
“funwork” or items needs for a project (ie:picture of
the student)

Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: N/A

Materials Required:
Basic School Supply Kit (pencils, crayons, markers, glue, ruler, scissors), watercolor set, sketchpad, white canvas
bag, oversized white cotton shirt

Class Description:
This fun arts & crafts class will have a different theme each month with age appropriate activities including intro
to color and artists, holidays and theme based crafts, different styles of art and expression.  Students will have
Funwork if they want to practice or finish a project.

A few projects might require an item from home, like a picture of your child.  Sometimes a project might get sent
home with instructions for how to help complete a step at home.  The item might need to be brought back to the
next class.
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Strong Songs Kids Choir

Grade levels: K-6 Hour: 1st

Monthly Cost: $28 Class Fees: $20 for instrument parts, streamers, &
supplies

Teacher: Sue Buck Teacher Contact Info: SueBuck@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: N/A Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: None

Materials Required:
You will provide your own costume for our two choir performances.  Simple is best.

Class Description:
Strong song will introduce children to music, instrumental and voice, in an environment that encourages
exploration.  The thematic approach to expression will culminate in live performances at the end of each
semester.

Children will make instruments, explore the poetry of song, share their favorite songs, and learn new songs. Age
appropriate choreography will be taught for performances.  Come move to the music!
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2nd Hour (10 - 10:55)

ABC Adventures

Grade levels: K-1st Hour: 2nd

Monthly Cost: $27 Class Fees: $25 for materials

Teacher: Sandi Pedro Teacher Contact Info: SandiPedro@faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: no Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: NONE Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: NONE

Materials Required:
NONE

Class Description:
Let's go on an adventure! Each week we will explore a new letter of the alphabet while having fun with books,
crafts, and more.
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Sunscreen and Smiles Preschool (Two hour class)

Grade levels: Potty trained - 5 y/o Hour: 2nd-3rd

Monthly Cost: $43 Class Fees: $25 for snacks and supplies

Teacher: Sue Buck Teacher Contact Info: SueBuck@Facechool.org

Google Classroom Used: NO Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: None Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: Potty trained

Materials Required:
Water bottle, large crayons, large pencil (2), 1 small bottle of glue, blunt scissors, Large smock

Class Description:
This two-hour adventure will take each child through the joys of social learning.  We will have story time, song
time, crafts, gross motor, fine motor, cognitive, and imagination activities.
Children will be going outside, so bring coats and hats. Children will get a healthy snack.  Each child will celebrate
as they learn letters, numbers, colors, math, and rhythm activities.

Please send children in play clothes as learning is a full body experience at this age.  It is strongly suggested to
bring a change of clothes in case they get wet or dirty.
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Adventures In Science

Grade levels: K-3 Hour: 2nd

Monthly Cost: $28 Class Fees: $20/semester for ingredients for projects

Teacher: Mackenzie Daniels Teacher Contact Info:
mackenziedaniels@faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: N/A Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: none

Materials Required:
Basic School Supply Kit (pencils, crayons, markers, glue, ruler, scissors), composition notebook,  safety goggles,
Small Gloves (Keep a few in a ziploc in their backpack)

Class Description:
In this class students will be exploring and investigating different topics of science.  There will be an introduction
to observation, experiments, and figuring out how things work together.  Students will also discover their 5
senses and answer the question, “What is a hypothesis?”  Next they will adventure through the process of
finding evidence to support or reject their hypothesis with fun experiments, observations, asking questions, and
finding answers.
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Cooking From the Heart

Grade levels: 9th-12th Hour: 2nd

Monthly Cost: $30 Class Fees: $20 for groceries and supplies

Teacher: Veronica Gonzales Teacher Contact Info:
veronicagonzales@faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: Yes Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: 2-3 hrs Credit: Half

Prerequisites: None

Materials Required:
None

Class Description:
A handful of this, a dash of that- students will learn how to use their senses, instead of a recipe to create
delicious dishes while gaining confidence in the kitchen and cooking with their heart. We will be creating
amazing dishes from different cuisines from all over the world. From Mexican and Indian favorites to popular
American and Chinese and other specialties from around the world. We will also learn how to adapt recipes to be
gluten free when possible and explore some vegetarian and vegan recipes.

Throughout the course students will get to practice their knife skills, measuring skills and baking skills. Students
will be required to cook recipes at home for homework, as this will earn them a half high school credit.
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Life Skills for Adulting

Grade levels: 10th-12th Hour: 2nd

Monthly Cost: $33 Class Fees: $15 for copies and supplies

Teacher: Jessica Fink Teacher Contact Info:

Google Classroom Used: Yes Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: 4 hrs Credit: Full

Prerequisites: None

Materials Required:
TBD

Class Description:
In this life skills class we will cover a plethora of topics for how to be a successful, autonomous adult. Including,
but not limited to, goal-setting, decision making and problem solving, communication, healthy lifestyles and
relationships, nutrition, personal safety, citizenship, consumerism, job and interview skills, home economics,
basic cooking and daily life activities, finances, time management, housekeeping, public speaking, and mental
health.

Students will have assignments throughout the week that include cooking, cleaning, research, action items like
making appointments and making professional calls, paper writing, and budgeting. At the end of the year the
students will participate in mock interviews and give a presentation.
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Elementary Gameschool

Grade levels: 1st-6th Hour: 2nd

Monthly Cost: $24 Class Fees: N/A

Teacher: Beth House Teacher Contact Info: BethHouse@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: No Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: 30 min. maximum Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: N/A

Materials Required:
Chess Board, Deck of Cards

Class Description:
We will play board games, card games, write and roll games, and even some creative writing games. We will
learn strategy, good sportsmanship, and reinforce your reading, writing, and math skills. Some games will be
science themed, some based on history, some on music.

Games played will include Checkers and Chess, Backgammon, Catan, Carcassonne, Risk, Ticket to Ride,
Pandemic, Oregon Trail, and more. Each student will be responsible for filling out their Gameschooling Log each
week detailing skills used, what you learned, etc.
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General Science

Grade levels: 7th-8th (Mature 6th w/ teacher OK) Hour: 2nd

Monthly Cost: $29 Class Fees: $25 for lab supplies and copies

Teacher: Cristal Sims Teacher Contact Info: cristalsims@faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: Yes Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: 3-4 Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: Basic math skills

Materials Required:
Apologia General Science 3rd ed.- textbook and student notebook Optional- Solutions and Tests Manual (if
parent wants to give students the tests)

Class Description:
Vibrant, engaging, and academically rigorous, this middle school curriculum will help students understand the
real-world relevance of scientific inquiry and method and deepen their appreciation of God's creation. The
modules explore astronomy, geology, paleontology, meteorology, oceanography and more. Friday classes will
focus on the labs and highlights of the module.

Students are expected to read the material and write in their notebooks beforehand. This class is a good stepping
stone for getting ready for high school science. Tests are optional and are given by parents.
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Dance

Grade levels: 4th-6th Hour: 2nd

Monthly Cost: $24 Class Fees: $20 for hoops, ribbons, props, etc.

Teacher: Marisa Lebsock Teacher Contact Info: text/call 720-919-2478 or Email:
malakailebsock@gmail.com

Google Classroom Used: No Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: Credit: N/A

Prerequisites:

Materials Required:
Comfortable clothing you can move in

Class Description:
In this class we will learn the basics of multiple styles of dance. We will explore ballet, hip hop, lyrical, and jazz.
We will switch up the style each practice or do two styles per practice switching halfway through. We will learn
how to count music as well as learn choreography to the different styles of music.
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3rd Hour (11 - 11:55)

Edible Art and Science

Grade levels: K-4th Hour: 3rd

Monthly Cost: $28 Class Fees: $20/semester for ingredients for projects

Teacher: Mackenzie Daniels (Miss Kenzie) Teacher Contact Info:
MackenzieDaniels@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: Yes Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: none: occasionally
may have projects that need to be completed at home

Credit: N/A

Prerequisites:
If a student has food allergies they will need to work with Ms. Kenzie to modify projects.  BEcause things like
flour will be used it’s not possible to guarantee a lack of contamination

Materials Required:
Safety goggles.  Please contribute at least 2 of the following items to the class.  A package of paper plates,
toothpicks, plastic utensils, paper towel, baby wipe pack, box of sandwich bags or qt size ziplock bags,, pack of
large clear plastic cups.

Class Description:
A one of a kind tasting class where students will experience art that is designed to be beautiful and fun but also
can be eaten.  While discovering tasty creations through experiments, this class will also incorporate food and
science into one activity.  Each student will learn the science behind the projects and watch how things work
together to create something new.  Food can teach us a lot about science, biology and chemistry through fun
experiments, observations, and our five senses.
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High School Composition

Grade levels: 9th-12th Hour: 3rd

Monthly Cost: $28 Class Fees: $10 for copies

Teacher: Veronica Gonzales Teacher Contact Info:
VeronicaGonzales@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: Yes Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: 4 hrs Credit: Full

Prerequisites: ability to read and write

Materials Required:
Notebook and paper. Pencils.

Class Description:
In this class we will be encouraging the students to be comfortable in finding their own voice and leading them in
grammar and styles of writing from essay, poetry, and research to cover letter and resume for the older students.
We will also be reading writings and essays aloud in class to expose the student to a small audience to get them
comfortable with public speaking.

This is a full credit high school class and homework will be required. In the event of snow days, students will have
the opportunity to have class online.
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Lego Club

Grade levels: 2nd-5th Hour: 3rd

Monthly Cost: $28 Class Fees: TBD for prizes.

Teacher: Jessica Fink Teacher Contact Info: JessicaFink@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: No Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: N/A Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: N/A

Materials Required:
Students need to come to class with a full set of regular size legos.  (Specific set minimum will come before
August)

Class Description:
Each week the students will be presented with a new lego building challenge. Challenges will include things such
as "make a model of your house", "build a marble maze", "build a boat that actually floats", "build a person with
moving arms and legs". At the end of class the students will vote on the best designs and winner will receive a
prize.
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Sew Muchine Fun!

Grade levels: 5th - adult Hour: 3rd

Monthly Cost: $33 Class Fees: TBD

Teacher: Ashley Burns Teacher Contact Info: Call 303-549-1907 or email
ashley.ruth.burns@gmail.com

Google Classroom Used: yes Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: 1 or more Credit: Can be for 1 credit with more homework

Prerequisites: a willingness to learn

Materials Required:
Sewing machine, thread, fabric scissors, sewing needles, fabrics (to be discussed in more detail later)

Class Description:
The objective of this class is to expose students to the basics of knowing how to use a sewing machine as well as
a bit of hand sewing with needle and thread. Students will learn some basic mending skills to start with.

Our first project will be a book mark. The next project will be making baby blankets, burp clothes and maybe bibs
which will be donated to a local nonprofit to help families in need. The final project will be a Mother's Day gift,
which will be one of 3 options the student will pick from.

For the high school students I'm willing to customize a bit what this class looks like based on their prior
experience level and interests. No matter what, we will learn about cutting out patterns and make at least 2
garnments. We will discuss some fashion history and students will research a fashion time period and create a
presentation about what they learned.
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Advanced Gameschool

Grade levels: 7th-12th Hour: 3rd

Monthly Cost: $25 Class Fees:

Teacher: Beth House Teacher Contact Info: BethHouse@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: Yes Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: 1 - 2 hours if credit Credit: Half

Prerequisites: Math, Reading, Writing at an 8th grade level

Materials Required:
Chess Board, Deck of Cards, Binder with Dividers, any games you want to play/research :)

Class Description:
This is not just about playing games, although we'll do that too. We will explore the history of individual games
and the dynamics of group gameplay. We will develop our own game as a joint class project.

Students will record an in depth game log to be turned in each week. Each student will be required at one point
each semester to do a 3-5 minute presentation on the game of their choice which will be reviewed by their peers
for clarity, entertainment, and accuracy. Class input on which games we will play is highly encouraged!
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Beginner’s Dance

Grade levels: K-3 Hour: 3rd

Monthly Cost: $23 Class Fees: $20 for hoops, ribbons, props, etc.

Teacher: Marisa Lebsock Teacher Contact Info: text/call 720-919-2478 or Email:
malakailebsock@gmail.com

Google Classroom Used: Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: N/A

Materials Required:
Comfortable clothing you can move in

Class Description:
In this class we will learn the basics of multiple styles of dance. We will explore ballet, hip hop, lyrical, and jazz.
We will switch up the style each practice or do two styles per practice switching halfway through. We will learn
how to count music as well as learn choreography to the different styles of music.
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The Art of Argument

Grade levels: 7-9th (mature 6th w/teacher OK) Hour: 3rd

Monthly Cost: $28 Class Fees: $5 for copies

Teacher: Megan Miller Teacher Contact Info: Megan@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: Yes Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: 1-2 hrs Credit: Half

Prerequisites: Ability to write or type a paragraph and participate in discussions

Materials Required:
Textbook: The Art of Argument, Writing utensil, Notebook

Class Description:
No one likes being lied to, manipulated, or taken advantage of and no one likes to try to make an argument but
sound like an idiot. Unfortunately both of these things happen every day to intelligent people. Lawyers have even
been shut down by supreme court justices for using logical fallacies in their arguments!

In this class, students will study 28 logical fallacies in an effort to make them less susceptible to faulty logic and
help them construct better arguments of their own. We will be working through the text "The Art of Argument",
creating intentionally bad arguments, looking through media to find bad arguments, and then finding better
ways to argue (or debate) instead.

All class discussions will remain friendly. This isn't THAT kind of argument. Students who wish to complete the
course for a half credit will need to let me know this at the start of the class.
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4th Hour (12:30 - 1:25)

History Fun

Grade levels: 1st-4th Hour: 4th

Monthly Cost: $26 Class Fees: $10 for supplies

Teacher: Veronica Gonzales Teacher Contact Info:
VeronicaGonzales@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: no Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: N/A Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: None

Materials Required:
None

Class Description:
History is fun! And learning about different cultures and events doesn’t have to be boring. In this class, students
will learn through activities, projects, and art about the people, places, and events throughout history. We will
have fun learning about those that came before us so that your student will attain a fondness of history and
embrace future history classes with an eagerness to learn from our past. We will not only learn about American
and world history but study a little bit of geography along the way too.
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Karate

Grade levels: 7th-12th Hour: 4th

Monthly Cost: $30 Class Fees: $35 for the martial arts uniform (if they
don't already have one)

Teacher: Scott Pedersen Teacher Contact Info:
AdvantageMartialArts@gmail.com

Google Classroom Used: no Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: none Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: None

Materials Required:
None

Class Description:
Karate class is the perfect combination of learning and fun! Focus is on self defense training but (as with the
children in the younger Kids Karate class) all students learn the difference between the right and wrong time to
use their martial arts skills. Learning, setting challenges and achieving goals gives them a sense of
accomplishment and worth; and feeling good about themselves empowers the child to act and comfortably be
themselves around others. It also strengthens them to make correct choices when faced with peer pressure.
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PreReaders Gameschooling

Grade levels: PreK- 1st Hour: 4th

Monthly Cost: $23 Class Fees: N/A

Teacher: Beth House Teacher Contact Info: BethHouse@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: N/A Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: None Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: None

Materials Required:
None

Class Description:
Calling all PreReaders! Come play games to help improve fine motor skills, gross motor skills, good
sportsmanship, cooperation, number and letter recognition, and basic counting skills! We'll play games such as
Twister, Shoots and Ladders, Feed the Woozle, I Spy, and many, many more! There will also be 20 minutes of
large muscle movement/ dance party fun each class period.
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Exploring Arts & Crafts

Grade levels: K-2 Hour: 4th

Monthly Cost: $28 Class Fees: $20

Teacher: Mackenzie Daniels (Miss Kenzie) Teacher Contact Info:
mackenziedaniels@faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: N/A Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: None, might have
“funwork” or items needs for a project (ie:picture of
the student)

Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: N/A

Materials Required:
Basic School Supply Kit (pencils, crayons, markers, glue, ruler, scissors), watercolor set, sketchpad, white canvas
bag, oversized white cotton shirt

Class Description:
This fun arts & crafts class will have a different theme each month with age appropriate activities including intro
to color and artists, holidays and theme based crafts, different styles of art and expression.  Students will have
Funwork if they want to practice or finish a project.
A few projects might require an item from home, like a picture of your child.  Sometimes a project might get sent
home with instructions for how to help complete a step at home.  The item might need to be brought back to the
next class.
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Exploring Creation with Chemistry and Physics

Grade levels: 4th-6th Hour: 4th

Monthly Cost: $29 Class Fees: $20 lab supplies, copies

Teacher: Cristal Sims Teacher Contact Info: CristalSims@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: 2 hrs Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: Basic writing skills

Materials Required:
Apologia Exploring Creation with Chemistry and Physics- Young Explorer Series
Apologia Chemistry and Physics Notebooking Journal

Class Description:
This class is a gentle and fun class to help prepare upper elementary students for a more structured science class
in middle and high school. Students will study the basic building blocks of creation, simple chemicals, the laws of
motion and energy, electricity, magnetism and simple machines.
The notebook will help students record what they learn and display their work. Friday classes will focus on
experiments, big projects and highlights. Students/parents should read the lessons and write in their notebooks.
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Foundations in Finance

Grade levels: 9th-12th Hour: 4th

Monthly Cost: $29 Class Fees: $10 for copies

Teacher: Robin Riley/Brenda Sanchez Teacher Contact Info: brendasanchez@faceschool.org
RobinRiley@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: Yes Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: 1-2 Credit: 1/2

Prerequisites: None

Materials Required:
Folder Dave Ramsey Foundations in Personal Finance: Highschool Edition for Homeschool Student Text (it has an
orange cover with black letters). The best place to purchase it from is www.ramseysolutions.com

Class Description:
Equip and empower your student(s) to make sound financial decisions for life. This class offers the teachings of
Dave Ramsey to equip kids to start their independent lives financially responsible and stable. Lessons cover from
paying cash for their first car to how to retire in comfort.
Dave Ramsey's teachings will broaden horizons for students in high school to gain a scriptural understanding of
balance and control regarding finances. Class is available to mature students entering 8th grade also.

***This class will not be held if there are 3 or less students registered***
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Crafter’s Corner

Grade levels: 2nd - adult Hour: 4th

Monthly Cost: $28 Class Fees: $10 for copies and some supplies

Teacher: Sue Buck Teacher Contact Info: Suebuck@faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: yes Classroom: 129

Approximate Weekly Homework: up to the student Credit: none

Prerequisites: Ability to read and write

Materials Required:
All materials are provided by students.  Students will get a project list with supplies a few weeks before a unit.
Supplies will include Sewing needles, knitting needles, crochet hooks, and embroidery threads, embroidery
hoop, and needles.  For first class please bring small thread scissors, white thread, and a sewing needle.

Class Description:
Come learn to craft.  We will be using sewing machines to create quilt blocks, pillow cases, pajamas, stuffed
animals and hats.  We will knit scarves and dish clothes.  We will crochet slippers and hats.   We will embroider
book marks.  All ages are welcome and parents are encouraged to attend with their children, but this is not
required.  Projects will need to be worked on at home.  The student will pick the difficulty of each project.
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Improv & Drama

Grade levels: 3rd - 12th Hour: 4th

Monthly Cost: $33 Class Fees: $15 for monologue book, supplies, and
copies

Teacher: Ashley Burns Teacher Contact Info: 303-549-1907 or
ashley.ruth.burns@gmail.com Subject FACE drama

Google Classroom Used: Yes Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: 1 - 4 depending on
credit

Credit: 1 full possible

Prerequisites: None

Materials Required:
None

Class Description:

We will do a wide range of improv games, especially at the beginning of the year. Depending on how many
students sign up, I plan to put together an end of year production. If the number is small we may end up doing
monologues instead. We will also have at least one or two guest professional actors come and talk with the class
about their career and may even perform for them!

If students are wanting to take the class for credit they will give a presentation about one style or type of theatre
they are most fascinated about and it's history. This also will require a research paper on the topic. We will also
discuss how to be prepared for auditions if there are students interested in auditioning for local theatre
companies productions.

I'm willing to do a bit of customizing of the class based on the students interest in theatre as there are many
elements to this field.
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5th Hour (1:30 - 2:25)

Exploring Art

Grade levels: 4th-6th Hour: 5th

Monthly Cost: $30 Class Fees: $20 Art supplies and materials

Teacher: Veronica Gonzales Teacher Contact Info:
VeronicaGonzales@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: no Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: None Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: None

Materials Required: None

Class Description:
Paint, pencil, watercolor, pastels, charcoal, clay. Landscape, abstract, mosaic, sculpture. So many ways to express
yourself through art. Some like to draw, some like to build, and some like to paint. Students will be able to
explore and create and learn different techniques with different mediums and have fun producing lots of
different art projects throughout the year. No matter the skill level, this class is for those who want to explore
hands-on art projects while experimenting and working with something new every few weeks and having fun
doing it.
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Kids Karate

Grade levels: 2nd-6th Hour: 5th

Monthly Cost: $30 Class Fees: $35 for the martial arts uniform (if they
don't already have one).

Teacher: Scott Pedersen Teacher Contact Info:
AdvantageMartialArts@gmail.com

Google Classroom Used: no Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: None Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: None

Materials Required:
None

Class Description:
Kids Karate focuses on children’s safety and character development through fun drills, exercises and martial art
related games! Students grow both physically (improving balance, coordination and fitness) and mentally
(improving self-confidence and demonstrating focus, discipline and respect for others). Also, in their self defense
training, the children learn the difference between the right and wrong time to use their martial arts skills.
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Consumer Math

Grade levels: 9th-12th Hour: 5th

Monthly Cost: $31 Class Fees: $5 for copies

Teacher: Cristal Sims Teacher Contact Info: CristalSims@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: Yes Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: 4hrs Credit: Full

Prerequisites: basic math skills, pre-algebra recommended

Materials Required:
Abeka Consumer Mathematics textbook
Abeka Consumer Mathematics Math Skills and Review Exercises
Basic Scientific calculator

Class Description:
This class will help bridge the gap between just learning mathematical procedures and using them in everyday
situations. This class covers the mathof  concepts such as buying, insuring, and maintaining a car; social security
tax; creating and balancing a budget; renting a home; buying food and clothing; tax forms; affording leisure time;
and more. These principles will give your child sound, Biblical views for managing their own money and help
prepare them for the real world.
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Around the World Crafts & Snacks

Grade levels: K-4th Hour: 5th

Monthly Cost: $28 Class Fees: $30/semester

Teacher: Mackenzie Daniels Teacher Contact Info:
MackenzieDaniels@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: No Classroom:

Approximate Weekly Homework: None Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: None

Materials Required:
Basic school supply kit (pencils, crayons, markers, scissors, glue, ruler,  etc.)
Your student will be assigned to bring 2 of the following on the first day of class:  A package of paper plates,
toothpicks, plastic utensils, paper towel, baby wipe pack, box of sandwich bags or qt size ziploc bags,, pack of
large clear plastic cups.

Class Description:
In this class we’ll travel around the world learning about different cultures through a fun craft and yummy snacks.
We’ll make a class passport as we travel across the world learning and exploring different countries' traditions.
We’ll experience new cultures through activities and bite sized dishes.
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Cooking Around the World

Grade levels: 6th-8th Hour: 5th

Monthly Cost: $27 Class Fees: $30 for food

Teacher: Robin Riley & Brenda Sanchez Teacher Contact Info:
BrendaSanchez@Faceschool.org
RobinRiley@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: No Classroom: Kitchen

Approximate Weekly Homework: None Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: None

Materials Required:
Folder for the recipes handed out each week In addition, after the first day of class, each student will be
assigned 1 paper product to provide for the class, i.e. paper plates, napkins, plastic silverware, paper towels,
aluminum foil, saran wrap, etc.

Class Description:
Join us as we travel around the world learning to create a 4 course meal of 7 different cuisines - Italian, Mexican,
Asian, French, Indian, Mediterranean, and American. Each month we will focus on one cuisine: learning a main
dish, side dish, appetizer, and dessert. By the end of each month, your student will have the recipes, knowledge,
and practice to prepare a 4 course meal at home.
*due to higher food costs, this class would not be good for food allergies and/or sensitivities*
**to help keep costs down, there may be weeks we ask students to bring one shared item - i.e. lettuce, tomato,
condiments, etc.**
***This class will not be held if there are 3 or less students registered***
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The Wonder of Writing

Grade levels: 6th - 8th Hour: 5th

Monthly Cost: $28 Class Fees: $10 for copies and a few supplies

Teacher: Sue Buck Teacher Contact Info:

Google Classroom Used: Yes Classroom: 101

Approximate Weekly Homework: 90 minutes - 2 hours Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: Ability to write a paragraph

Materials Required:
Two notebooks, pencil, sharpener, eraser.

Class Description:
Discover the joy of writing. Students will learn the value of written expression. By discovering both creative and
fiction writing as well as compositional writing for research, each student will be able to discover personal
preferences. Vocabulary will be expanded. And the culmination will be the ability to write a 5 paragraph research
paper utilizing introductory paragraphs, supporting ideas, and a conclusion paragraph supporting the thesis by
year end.

Homework will be submitted using Google classroom each week.
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Online Only Class Offerings

Government, Elections, Civics, and You

Grade levels: 10th-12th Time & Day of the week: Wednesdays
11 - noon

Monthly Cost: $30

Teacher: Amy Wilson Teacher Contact Info: AmyWilson@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: Yes Classroom: Online

Approximate Weekly Homework: 4hrs Credit: Full

Prerequisites: Students should be able to participate in class discussions, create presentations, do assigned
reading, and keep up on assigned coursework. A very basic knowledge of US History is helpful, but not required.

Materials Required: TBD

Class Description: YOU are a key part of your community, city, state, nation, and world. This course will help YOU
become knowledgeable in how the government works at all levels and help YOU become informed and
participate. This course will cover three areas: 1) United States government structure--local, state and federal.
We will discuss how laws are made on the local, state and national level. We will discuss how the U.S. system
compares to governments in other countries. Students will learn which level of government does what, and the
roles and responsibilities of elected officials. 2) The history of the U.S. elections process. How have elections and
voting rights changed? How does the United State's election system compare to other countries? We will discuss
U.S. history by looking at elections from George Washington to the present day. 3) Civics and citizenship. What
does it mean to be a citizen? How do young people participate in government? We will discuss the rights and
responsibilities of a citizen.

Course is taught by Amy Wilson, who worked in the non-partisan administration of elections for 23 years and
who teaches election administration in the Graduate School of Public Affairs at the University of Minnesota. Amy
is passionate about getting young people involved in their government.

This course has a minimum of 5 students and a maximum of 15.
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Russia & The Ukraine in Context - (500 years of Eastern European History)

Grade levels: 10th-12th Time & Day of the week: Wednesdays 9:15 - 9:50

Monthly Cost: $28

Teacher: Amy Wilson Teacher Contact Info: AmyWilson@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: Yes Classroom: Online

Approximate Weekly Homework: 2hrs Credit: Half

Prerequisites: Students should be able to participate in class discussions, create presentations, do assigned
reading, and keep up on assigned coursework. A basic knowledge of the geography of Europe is helpful but not
required.

Materials Required: TBD

Class Description: The world watched as Russia invaded Ukraine in early 2022. This course will go back in time to
examine the shared cultural, ethnic, religious, and language history of countries in Eastern Europe so we can gain
insight into this current conflict. Princes, tsars, and presidents will be discussed along with revolutions, wars,
rises, and falls of countries in the region. Students will also examine literature and language to better understand
the histories of the region.

Course is taught by Amy Wilson, who was a "student ambassador" to the former Soviet Union in 1988. After her
experiences there, she became fascinated with the region. Since that time, Amy has observed/supervised
elections in several Eastern European countries including Albania, Russia, Republic of Georgia, Belarus, North
Macedonia, and Kosovo.

This course has a minimum of 5 students and a maximum of 15.
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Tumblers- Gymnastics & Cheer

Grade levels: 1st-12th Time & Day of the week: Vote for the day/time below

Monthly Cost: $49

Teacher: Eden Benedict Teacher Contact Info: edenbenedict@faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: Classroom: Online

Approximate Weekly Homework: Optional
homework/conditioning to practice skills.

Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: 1st-3rd must know how to do a forward roll and cartwheel. 4th+ no experience necessary

Materials Required: A mat is HIGHLY recommended, if not a mat then a carpeted area. You will need space to
move around (inside or outside). An area at least 6x8 ft where nothing will get knocked over or broken is
recommended. Painters Tape. Flexible, tighter fit clothing (workout wear).

Class Description: The weekly 40 minute class will cover both Tumbling and Balancing elements of cheerleading/
gymnastics taught in a fun and active atmosphere. We will all do a fun warm-up together then work on stretching
and flexibility. Students will then learn tumbling (flips), gymnastics, balancing, cheer and acro dance skills. I will
demonstrate the skill then everyone will work on that particular skill. While everyone is practicing a particular
skill I will watch and give tips/pointers to EACH individual student. Your child will receive individual attention and
personal feedback throughout the entire class! We will end class with a brief conditioning routine. The stronger
they become, the easier each skill will be! No previous experience necessary. If your child has experience I can
work with them at their individual level challenging them personally. If you already have a backhandspring by
yourself we can also work harder skills and combos. Each week the skills taught will be decided on by each
student. Meaning that your child gets to help choose what to work on EVERY week! Basic tumbling/acro skills
include: rolls (forwards, backwards and other variations), handstands (and handstand variations), bridges,
cartwheels (and cartwheel variations), round-offs, kick-overs, walkovers, limbers and more! Basic balancing/acro
dance skills include: walks (forward, sideways, backwards), kicks, dips, jumps, side handstands, libs, arabesques,
heel stretches, scales, scorpions, turns and more! Basic cheer skills include: motions, arm positions and jumps.
Flexibility skills include: splits, bridges, heel stretches, scales, scorpions, bow & arrows and more! Or maybe we
will work on routines! *A mat is HIGHLY recommended. You will need space to move around (inside or outside).
An area at least 6x8ft where nothing will get knocked over or broken is recommended

I have coached gymnastics and tumbling pretty much all my life.  For the past two years I have taught online on

Outschool. This experience has given me the opportunity to develop new and creative ways to teach and

progress skills without having to be in a gym or need a spot. If you are still nervous or would prefer a spot, I am

also happy to teach your parents how to spot during classes. My classes through FACE include a Face family

discount of 50% off.

Class days/times will be determined by popular vote. Vote here https://forms.gle/BzMqzzNZLbEm9Qo1A
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Tiny Tumblers - Gymnastics & Cheer

Grade levels: PreK-4th Time & Day of the week: Vote for the day/time

Monthly Cost: $37

Teacher: Eden Benedict Teacher Contact Info: ???

Google Classroom Used: Classroom: Online

Approximate Weekly Homework: Optional
homework/conditioning to practice skills.

Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: none

Materials Required: A mat is HIGHLY recommended, if not a mat then a carpeted area. You will need space to
move around (inside or outside). An area at least 6x8 ft where nothing will get knocked over or broken is
recommended. Painters Tape, Stuffed Animal. Flexible, tighter fit clothing (workout wear).

Class Description: The weekly 25 minute class will cover both Tumbling and Balancing elements of cheerleading/
gymnastics taught in a fun and silly atmosphere. Each student will get their wiggles out by doing a fun warm-up
and stretching then they will learn tumbling, balancing, flexibility, gymnastics, cheer and/or acro dance skills. I
will demonstrate the skill then everyone will work on that particular skill. While everyone is practicing a
particular skill I will watch and give tips/pointers to EACH individual student. Your child will receive individual
attention and personal feedback throughout the entire class! No previous experience necessary. If your child has
experience I can work with them at their individual level challenging them personally. Each week the skills taught
will be decided on by each student. Meaning that your child gets to help choose what to work on EVERY week!
Basic tumbling/acro skills include: rolls (forwards, backwards and other variations), donkey kicks, headstands,
handstands, bridges, cartwheels (and cartwheel variations), round-offs, and kick-overs. Basic balancing/acro
dance skills include: walks (forward, sideways, backwards), kicks, dips, arabesques, turns and jumps. Basic cheer
skills include: motions, arm positions, libs and jumps. Flexibility skills include: splits, bridges, pikes, straddles, heal
stretches, scales and more! Or maybe we will work on routines! *A mat is HIGHLY recommend. You will need
space to move around (inside or outside). An area at least 6x8ft where nothing will get knocked over or broken is
recommended. INSIDE: If you do not have a mat then a carpeted area is a must. OUTSIDE: A flat grassy area with
a blanket or mat placed on the grass.

I have coached gymnastics and tumbling pretty much all my life.  For the past two years I have taught online on

Outschool. This experience has given me the opportunity to develop new and creative ways to teach and

progress skills without having to be in a gym or need a spot. If you are still nervous or would prefer a spot, I am

also happy to teach your parents how to spot during classes. My classes through FACE include a Face family

discount of 50% off.

Class days/times will be determined by popular vote. Vote here https://forms.gle/BzMqzzNZLbEm9Qo1A
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Stretching, Flexibility & Conditioning

Grade levels: 1st-12th, Adult Time & Day of the week: Vote below

Monthly Cost: $27

Teacher: Eden Benedict Teacher Contact Info: edenbenedict@faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: Classroom: Online

Approximate Weekly Homework: Optional
homework/conditioning to practice skills.

Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: NONE

Materials Required: A mat is HIGHLY recommended, if not a mat then a carpeted area. You will need space to
move around (inside or outside). An area at least 6x8 ft where nothing will get knocked over or broken is
recommended. Painters Tape. Flexible, tighter fit clothing (workout wear).

Class Description: This 15 minute class is perfect for gymnasts, cheerleaders, dancers, figure skaters, really
anyone! Each week we will stretch and condition a different part of our body. Gain new insights and ideas on
how to improve. The classes will be recorded so even if you can't attend you are welcome to watch the video on
your own time or practice that week's stretches/routine multiple times throughout the week! We will also have
optional classroom challenges to complete on your own time. Students can help decide which parts of our
bodies to stretch/condition. No previous experience necessary. I give options to modify for all skill levels
(beginner-advanced). -Some options include: -Stretching - Pike, Straddle, Ankles, Splits, Bridges, Wrists,
Shoulders, Arabesques, Scales, Heel Stretches.. -Conditioning - Legs, Arms, Abs, Back Nothing like a little friendly
competition! Classroom component! -Challenges: Every Month a different monthly challenge will be posted,
sometimes more than one! This is where you can show off your skills! Complete the challenge and upload a
video to the classroom to show how well you did! But don't stop there, that is only the beginning of the
competition! Did another student just post a video of their challenge and beat your time? Don't worry you have
till the end of the month to try again (as many times as you want). - Photo/Video Challenge and classroom
discussions: Share your latest accomplishments. Did you just show off your flexibility in an awesome place or
neat background? Upload your video or picture for others to see! How often do you stretch? What is your
favorite stretching routine? What stretch do you find most difficult? Maybe others have ideas for how you can
improve!

I have coached gymnastics and tumbling pretty much all my life.  For the past two years I have taught online on

Outschool. This experience has given me the opportunity to develop new and creative ways to teach and

progress skills without having to be in a gym or need a spot. If you are still nervous or would prefer a spot, I am

also happy to teach your parents how to spot during classes. My classes through FACE include a Face family

discount of 50% off.

Class days/times will be determined by popular vote. Vote here https://forms.gle/BzMqzzNZLbEm9Qo1A
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Math Tutoring

Grade levels: 9th-12th Time & Day of the week: Each student will arrange a
time slot that works for both of us.

Monthly Cost: $33

Teacher: Cristal Sims Teacher Contact Info: CristalSims@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: Yes Classroom: Online

Approximate Weekly Homework: Credit: This can be counted as 1 hour per week
towards your accumulative hours for math credit

Prerequisites: NONE

Materials Required: Students need to have their own math curriculum.

Class Description: This online class is designed to give high school students individual instruction with their own
math curriculum. The parent is still in charge of the grade and work for their math student. This is strictly
tutoring. The parent and teacher will decide on a weekly meet time for the student. We will meet through
Google Classroom.
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American Sign Language Building Skills/Tutoring

Grade levels: 1st-12th Time & Day of the week: Mondays 3pm - 4pm
OR 4:10pm - 5:10pm

Monthly Cost: $75.00 ***See description

Teacher: Heather Black Teacher Contact Info: HeatherBlack@Faceschool.org

Google Classroom Used: Classroom: Online

Approximate Weekly Homework: 1-2 hrs Credit: N/A

Prerequisites: none

Materials Required: Your hands and a good "CAN DO" attitude

Class Description:
American Sign Language! Have you ever wanted to learn, or wanted to grow in your conversational skills using
ASL? Please consider joining 1 of my 2 tutoring sessions on Mondays from 3:00 - 4pm or 4:10 - 5:10pm. There is a
6 person limit for each session, so sign up quickly.

We will learn basic conversational signs, work on fingerspelling, improve both receptive and expressive skills, play
silent games, and learn so much while having fun. No experience needed and no extra class materials required.
The only thing required is a good "CAN DO" attitude, and must be willing to expect feedback for growth.

Price:
Students: $75.00

Multiple students In one family:
1 person: $75.00
2 people: $105.00
3 people: $140.00
4 - 6 people: $160.00
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